
ACCESSORIES

PeugeoT NEW RCZ



capture tHe tHriLL
With the RCZ, Peugeot redefined the sports coupé. Now with the arrival of the new RCZ – Peugeot is about 
to do it all over again. A striking blend of sporty dynamism and subtle elegance, the new RCZ was designed 
to be noticed.

The new RCZ’s perfectly balanced outline gives it a distinctive on-road personality. From the unique 
“double bubble” roof and prominent flowing wings to the redesign of its front end, the new RCZ combines 
sophisticated styling and sporting prowess.

The interior of the new RCZ perfectly matches the style of its exterior. It combines quality materials and 
craftsmanship with a choice of advanced technologies presented in a simple uncluttered way – proving 
that less is really is more.

Now we’d like to show you all the options you have available to add high-quality accessories that reflect 
your individual needs and your lifestyle.

Perhaps you’d like to complement your RCZ’s sporting credentials with carbon fibre door mirror covers.  
Or consider practical equipment including tow bars, cycle carriers and child seats. And of course there’s 
even more advanced technology such as Wi-Fi on Board. Every accessory having been designed to fit 
perfectly in your RCZ.

There’s no compromise on quality – a philosophy that has been adhered to in every aspect of the RCZ’s 
development. So take a look, decide on the right accessories for you and then get ready to enjoy comfort, 
style and fun wherever you go.

For more information on our accessories range including recommended retail prices contact your local 
Peugeot Dealer or visit www.peugeot.com.au/accessories.





acceNtuate tHe DesigN
The new RCZ is the perfect combination of elegance and power. In the quest for singularity and exception you’ll want to put your own 
stamp on your RCZ. So bring a touch of sporty sophistication to your fingertips with the leather steering wheel or aluminium gear knob, or 
why not choose from our extensive range of alloy wheels.

Alloy wheels
Peugeot alloy wheels are manufactured to the highest industry standards. So not only do they look good, you can be sure there are no 
compromises on performance or safety.

original 18” original 18” Dark grey Terrific 18”

Solstice 19” Solstice 19” onyx Matt Black Sortilège 19” Sortilège 19” Midnight Silver

Sortilège 19” onyx Matt Black Technical 19” Light grey Technical 19” Storm grey

original 18” Spirit grey



Carbon fibre door mirror covers
These carbon fibre door mirror covers 
are the perfect complement to the RCZ’s 
impressive sporting credentials.

Leather and Alcantara sports  
steering wheel

  Alcantara gear lever gaiter

Aluminium gear knob
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Body decals
The ultimate sporting statement. These body decals are 
manufactured from high quality vinyl and accentuate the 
RCZ’s outstanding lines.

persoNaLise Your rcZ
Make the new RCZ uniquely yours with our range of body styling accessories.





protectioN
Look after your investment with our range of protection accessories all designed to keep your RCZ in showroom condition.

Floor mats
Available in a choice of carpet or rubber, these mats will provide 
lasting protection of the original carpet. Furthermore, to prevent 
interference with the vehicle pedals the driver’s side mat clips onto  
the existing fixings.

Velour carpet mat set 
Detailing the RCZ logo.

Standard carpet mat set Rubber mat set



Boot tray
Manufactured from hard-wearing 
washable rubber. This high-sided tray  
will not only protect against dirty items 
but will also help contain small liquid  
spills in the boot.

Boot platform
Removable and sliding platform for 
loading and unloading items in and out  
of the back of the boot with greater ease.

Boot retainer
For use with the accessory boot carpet 
mat, the retainer offers a practical way to 
restrain loose items in the boot.

Boot mat
Manufactured from hard wearing 
carpet, this tailored boot mat is an ideal 
complement to the set of carpet mats.

Bumper rubbing strips
Set of 4 (2 front & 2 rear) tailored clear polyurethane strips to protect the RCZ from  
car park knocks and scrapes.

Exterior protective cover
A protective cover for the RCZ, manufactured 
from polyester cloth. For interior use only 
e.g. garage, underground parking etc.
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eLegaNt aND VersatiLe
elegant and sporty, the RCZ can also be versatile thanks to some ingenious accessories.

De-mountable swan neck tow bar
engineered and tested to the highest standards and designed specifically for the RCZ, the lockable swan neck tow ball assembly of this tow 
bar can be quickly removed when not in use. Available with 13 pin electrics. For information on towing weights and loads, please refer to your 
RCZ handbook or consult your local Peugeot dealer.

jsteporowski
Typewritten text
** All transport equipment depicted are European variants. Australian versions may differ in appearance, and/or application.



Tow bar mounted cycle carrier
This “hang-on” style carrier is mounted on the tow bar and attaches securely to the tow ball. For the carriage of up to 2 cycles. This product 
must be used in conjunction with a rear lighting board which is available and sold separately. 
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www.peugeot.co.uk/accessories

The information and images in this brochure are based on the most current data available when going to print. As part 
of a policy of continuous specification improvement Peugeot Motor Company PLC reserves the right to modify the 
specification of our goods and to discontinue any item, without notice, at any time.

Please note that current print and photographic techniques do not allow us the faithfully reproduce the full depth and 
tone of the colours in this brochure.

This brochure is designed to provide general product information and is not a contractual document or offer of sale.  
For current information please contact your local Peugeot dealer.

The details in this brochure cannot be reproduced without the express authorisation of Peugeot Motor Company PLC.


